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GRIBEX TRANS 

About us ...

Company

We are a transport, forwarding and customs
brokerage company, based in Romania,
Republic of Moldova and Ukraine. 

We provide you transport services in one/both
directions (with the full truck loading - FTL and/or the
partial truck loading - LTL)

We transport goods from/to Republic of Moldova,
Europe, CIS countries, USA and Central Asia.

We offer Customs Brokerage Services on the territory of
Romania and Republic of Moldova, which will lead to optimize
expenses for transport service and will guarantee the security of
the hauled goods.

Logistic Operator since 2009
(IMPERADOR SRL Moldova )
Gribex Foundation 2014
Brokerage Opening in Moldova 2020
Brokerage Opening inRomania 2022
Kyiv Office 2023
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 Quality Services

Customer Satisfaction

Innovation

Professional Development

With an experienced team and
advanced skills, we can offer reliable
tracking and timely delivery, while
also minimizing costs and risks.
From customized solutions to
excellent customer services.

We are dedicated to the
development of our employees.
We offer learning opportunities,
our logistic managers take
courses and they are improving
their skills with every delivery. 

We are constantly looking for the
ways to innovate  and improve the
provided services. We are in step 
 with the newer trends in the field
and we focus on the  constant
evolution of internal work processes.

We strive to provide each customer
with the best  services in the industry.
We work with a strong  professional
ethic, which have as results in both: 
 efficiency and transparency in the
performance  of our duties.

OUR VALUES

We are FAMILY BUSINESS with the FAMILY VALUES
Our REPUTATION is not just a word for us. We take it personally
So FAIR PLAY is our way of making business, our main value.
Building WIN-WIN relations we see our partners as  family members
We work for the BETTER FUTURE of our children and the whole mankind 



Our figures 

 9 years on
 the transport 
 market  place
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We deliver Succes
          To your Business

2022 
        Profit   600 000€
        Turnover  14,2 M€

2022

2021 
        Profit   455 000€
        Turnover  13,8 M€

2020 
        Profit   380 000€
        Turnover  11 M€ 2019 

        Profit   140 000€
        Turnover 5 M€

2018 
        Profit   50 000€
        Turnover  3.5 M€

Over 50 
employee

Average 
Customers

 per year 905



Profit and Turnover Evolution
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2018 - 2022



Figures 
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Our Park 

Over 100 Trucks

We understand the importance of flexibility and
adaptability in meeting our client's needs. That's
why we have a lot of partners, that can help us, by
providing additional capacity when required.
With this collaborative approach, we can ensure
timely and cost-effective transportation of goods,
no matter the size or complexity of the shipment.
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Our Park 



Gribex Trans 
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Kyiv

Chișinău

Vaslui

Moldova - Chișinău 
Romania - Vaslui 
Ukraine - Kyiv
Romania - Bucharest

Offices

Bucharest
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COMPANIES    

PARTNERS

We are working with diffrent
customers, we are present in
diffrent industries, as well we are
working hard to improve our
services for our customers. 

Food Industry
Trucks & Logistics
Construction Industry
Other Industries

We guarantee the professionalism, then our
experience speaks for itself. 



SERVICES

INDUSTRIES
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 Customs  Brokerage Services

 General Transport

ADR Transport 

Oversized Transport 

Sea Transport

Refrigerated Transport

Vehicle Transport 

Air Transport



INDUSTRIES

SERVICIES

Metal Industries

Tires Producers
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Car| Trucks| Bus
 Manufacturers Oil Producers

Spare parts 
Suppliers & DistributorsFood

Industrial ConstructionTobacco industry

Healthcare and Medical IndustryFactory Agriculture

Construction
 Machinery Suppliers
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The Services that we Offer



General Transport
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We offer regular international groupage (LTL) and full truckload
(FTL) freight services to and from Eastern and Western Europe.
We manage every aspect related to the shipment of our
customers goods, from planning, organization and monitoring,
to the control and delivery of the goods to their final destination.

Access to various means of transport : van, standard
semi-trailer, mega semi-trailer, platforms designed to
carry oversize load 
FTL service for export / import transportation 
Professional management of carriers’ fleet 

International FTL Transport 

International LTL Transport 

LTL transportation to / from Europe



ADR Transport 
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On request, GribexTrans provides ADR Transport Services with
authorized means and experienced, ADR-accredited drivers. 
For us, safety comes first: that's why we offer transport services for
ADR goods under maximum safety conditions and in accordance
with the legislation in force.
Dangerous goods mean those substances that, by their physical-
chemical nature, can cause personal damage, the environment.
According to ADR, there are 9 classes of dangerous goods. 

Safe Shipping
Fast Shipping
Modern Truks
Transportation of differnt ADR type of goods 
Complex services 
 Special safety instructions for ADR Transport



Oversized Transport 
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 International and Local Transport of Oversized Goods  are
transported easily with our services . Oversized transport offers
solutions for loads that exceed the permitted limits. We offer
services for obtaining transport authorizations, including Romania,
Moldova and Ukraine, sure Europe.

 We have extensive experience in the field of oversized transport! For
this type of transport, a specialized fleet is needed.
 These fleets also include a variety of modular trailers of different
sizes that fit perfectly for all types of transported goods.

maximum length of 25 meters
maximum width of 4.5 meters
maximum height 4.5 meters and
maximum weight 100 tons.

We organize the Transport of oversized goods with:



Sea Transport 
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International freight Transport by sea, fast, efficient and at
the lowest costs. We organize imports and exports from
Asia, Europe, USA and Africa.

We offer a wide range of services in the field of maritime transport: 

 organization of port preparation of loads, preparation of
containers for loading in shipping countries;
 completing customs documents in international ports;
 transporting containers in trailers;
delivery of containers in customs terminals;
transporting the containers to the beneficiary's warehouse
and unloading them.
we offer services for transporting goods from containers in
trucks

Maritime Transport Services are provided according
to INCOTERMS clauses and we also offer a series of
related services to make your job easier.



Refrigerated Transport 
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We provide Transport for cargo with controlled temperature in
express mode or distribution, both nationally and
internationally, of 1.5 T with controlled cooling/heating
temperature 15°C – 25°C, equipped with thermodiagram.

Transports are carried out both locally, nationally and
internationally. With the help of refrigerated vans, we can
transport medicines and products that require a controlled
low temperature, over long distances, in Moldova and
internationally.

medical / pharmaceutical / parapharmaceutical industry 
Frozen / Refrigerated (vegetables, fruits, meat) 
Sweets / Confectionery 
Isotherm (water, beer) 



Customs Brokerage Services
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  Clearance of formal entries
  Customs clearance of variable entries
  Facilitation of temporary import guarantees
 Coordination of the return of the counter value of
customs duties
  Preparation of export declarations

Customs Brokerage Services at the highest level.
What do the services offered by us as part of the
Customs brokerage include:

Always aware of the national and community
legal provisions regarding customs legislation,
the company is able to provide the assistance
and advice that its clients need.



 Our Certificates and Reference Letters
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Deliveries Evolutions
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Weight Evolutions
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Thank You

Contacts 

+373 60 010 405

info@imperador.md

+40 757 707 770

info@gribextrans.ro

Republic of Moldova 

Romania

Ukraine

+380 50 444 43 21

op.ibt.ukraine@gmail.com


